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Abstract—The number of personal users of laptop, computer, notebooks, palmtop increases day by day. 
As the importance of these devices increases in human life, their security is also the main task. By human 
mistake there is lots of these devices lost or someone intentionally theft this laptop. If this laptop is of some 
VIP person then that person felt lots of loss not only in the form of money but also in the form of valuable 
important data. If there are any chances of recovering theft laptop then it is well and good for laptop user. it not 
only save money but also return  their most important data. In this paper, the method is proposed with the help 
of that user can track the location of theft when it is connected to the internet. It also provide the validation of 
theft and important data retrieval mechanism.                                                                                                                        

Keywords—MAC Address, IP Address, tracking devices, lost devices, Theft detection. 

 I.  INTRODUCTION  

As the number of computer laptop user increasing day by day, the computer laptop lost or stolen also 
increasing. Laptop is expensive devices and contains lots of important information. If the laptop of VIP person 
get stolen, it will be very dangerous for that person because if the emails are auto login then theft can misuse of 
their email. It is found that according to FBI, 10 laptop among 100 will be stolen within the next year. Only 3 
percent will be return. It is extremely tedious job to physically locate the laptop, its almost impossible. So, some 
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automatic methods require that not only save time for recover the lost or stolen laptop but also protecting the 
laptop that being stolen [4]. 

MAC address is nothing but the media acccess control which is also called as burned in  address because 
this unique number is burned in factory which is assigned to NIC at the time of manufacturer. This MAC 
address is unique to each laptop which not changes, so this MAC address can be used to identify the device. IP 
Address is the internet protocol which has two versions IPV4 and IPV6. This IP address is used for the internet 
connectivity, the internet service provider gives the IPs to the client who has all information stored about the 
client and depending on the region this IPs are distributed. If we are able to find the IP address to which our 
stolen laptop is connected then we can track the location of laptop. So this MAC and IP Address is used to 
detect the ownership of laptop and finding the location of that stolen laptop. 

II.  INTRODUCTION  TO MAC,  IP ADDRESS, ARP  

A. MAC Address 
The MAC Address, A media access control address (MAC address) is a unique identifier assigned 

to network interface for communications on the physical network segment. MAC addresses are most often 
assigned by the manufacturer of a network interface controller (NIC) and are stored in its hardware, such as the 
card's read-only memory or some other firmware mechanism. If assigned by the manufacturer, a MAC address 
usually encodes the manufacturer's registered identification number and may be referred to as the burned-in 
address (BIA). It may also be known as an Ethernet hardware address (EHA), hardware address or physical 
address. This can be contrasted to a programmed address, where the host device issues commands to the NIC to 
use an arbitrary address[1]. MAC addresses are 12-digit hexadecimal numbers (48 bits in length). By 
convention, MAC addresses are usually written in one of the following two formats:  
  
 MM:MM:MM:SS:SS:SS  
  or  
 MM-MM-MM-SS-SS-SS.  
 
The first half of a MAC address contains the ID number of the adapter manufacturer. These IDs are regulated 
by an Internet standards body. The second half of a MAC address represents the serial number assigned to the 
adapter by the manufacturer. In the example,  00:A0:C9:14:C8:29. The prefix 00A0C9 indicates the 
manufacturer is Intel Corporation and  14C829 indicate products serial number[2]. 
 
A. IP Address 
Every machine on a network has a unique identifier. Just as you would address a letter to send in the mail, 
computers use the unique identifier to send data to specific computers on a network. Most networks today, 
including all computers on the Internet, use the TCP/IP protocol as the standard for how to communicate on the 
network. In the TCP/IP protocol, the unique identifier for a computer is called its IP address. There are two 
standards for IP addresses: IP Version 4 (IPv4) and IP Version 6 (IPv6).  IPv4 uses 32 binary bits to create a 
single unique address on the network. An IPv4 address is expressed by four numbers separated by dots. Each 
number is the decimal (base-10) representation for an eight-digit binary (base-2) number, also called an octet. 
For example: 216.27.61.137. IPv6 uses 128 binary bits to create a single unique address on the network. An 
IPv6 address is expressed by eight groups of hexadecimal (base-16) numbers separated by colons, as in 
2001:cdba:0000:0000:0000:0000:3257:9652 [3]. There are five classes of IP address, these are shown in figure. 
The IP address divided into two parts. One is network id which identify in which network you are working and 
the second is host ID to identify the system on network.  
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IP address can be either dynamic or static. A static address is one that you configure yourself by editing your 
computer's network settings. Dynamic addresses are the most common. They're assigned by the Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP), a service running on the network. DHCP typically runs on network hardware 
such as routers or dedicated DHCP servers. Dynamic IP addresses are issued using a leasing system, meaning 
that the IP address is only active for a limited time. If the lease expires, the computer will automatically request 
a new lease.  

A. ARP Protocol 
     Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is one of  
the major protocol in the TCP/IP suit and the 
purpose of Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is  
to resolve an IPv4 address (32 bit Logical Address) to the physical address (48 bit MAC Address). Network 
Applications at the Application Layer use IPv4 Address to communicate with another device.  But at the 
Datalink layer, the addressing is MAC address (48 bit Physical Address), and this address is burned into the 
network card permanently. The purpose of Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is to find out the MAC address 
of a device in your Local Area Network (LAN), for the corresponding IPv4 address, which network application 
is trying to communicate. 
     When a source device want to communicate with another device, source device checks its Address 
Resolution Protocol (ARP) cache to find it already has a resolved MAC Address of the destination device. If it 
is there, it will use that MAC Address for communication. If ARP resolution is not there in local cache, the 
source machine will generate an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) request message, it puts its own data link 
layer address as the Sender Hardware Address and its own IPv4 Address as the Sender Protocol Address. It 
fills the destination IPv4 Address as the Target Protocol Address. The Target Hardware Address will be left 
blank, since the machine is trying to find that. The source broadcast the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 
request message to the local network. The message is received by each device on the LAN since it is a 
broadcast. Each device compare the Target Protocol Address (IPv4 Address of the machine to which the source 
is trying to communicate) with its own Protocol Address (IPv4 Address). Those who do not match will drop 
the packet without any action. When the targeted device checks the Target Protocol Address, it will find a 
match and will generate an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) reply message. It takes the Sender Hardware 
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Address and the Sender Protocol Address fields from the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) request message 
and uses these values for the Targeted Hardware Address and Targeted Protocol Address of the reply message. 
The destination device will update its Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) cache, since it need to contact the 
sender machine soon. Destination device send the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) reply message and it 
will NOT be a broadcast, but a unicast. The source machine will process the Address Resolution Protocol 
(ARP) reply from destination, it store the Sender Hardware Address as the layer 2 address of the destination. 
The source machine will update its Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) cache with the Sender Hardware 
Address and Sender Protocol Address it received from the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) reply message 
[5].  

 
III.METHOD  

The method created for laptop location tracking based on MAC and IP address contain the four modules. These 
are window application, web application, Image Capture and Data up loader. First window application running 
automatically through window service when laptop starts. Web application is used for the laptop owner for 
managing the necessary information like update the status of laptop that laptop is stolen or not, laptops MAC 
address, adapter address ettc. Web application is used to manage all the laptop detail where all the information 
used to find laptop store here. whenever steal laptop connect to internet details about laptop location, image of 
theft send on this web application which is host on web and automatic recover the important data that we 
specified earlier. The details of this modules are: 
 
A.Web Application 
       This web application made to enter the necessary information which is used to manage the laptop 
information and stolen information. 
        In this application user first login and add necessary information like MAC address, adapter address etc. 
After registration if your laptop is stolen then mark IsStolen checkbox. 
 

 
                  Fig: Web Application 
 
     If laptop is stolen then mark this ckeckbox. Whenever the theft connect laptop to the internet, it retrieve the 
MAC address and IP address and send to this web application and also send the image of the theft who operate 
on that laptop and send on this web application. This is shown on below figure. 
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B.Window Application 
      This is window application which is installed on the laptop and run automatically through window service. 
When the laptop start at the first this window application run with window service automatically. To retrieve 
the MAC address at stolen laptop GetMacAddress() and GetIPAddress() function is call. this is the functions of 
Network classes where the hardwares MAC address and  IP address of internet to which laptop connect retrieve 
and send it to the  web aaplication. For the image capturing, one of the algorithm user. the steps of theft is that. 
 

1. Initialize the component. 
2. Check the status of laptop on web. 
3. Initialize the image capture_query small frame() function. 
4. wait delay for capturing time 
5. Save image into file demo.png 
6. read all bits of image file and convert to binary format.  
7. Send this image to web application. 
8. delete the previous demo.png for next image. 

 
The below figure show the image of theft. 

 

 
 

Fig: Window Application with image of theft 
 
C. Data Replication 
     All the data of laptop is important but some of them are very important like bank account detail, some secret 
information etc that may be encoded or not it up to the user. If laptop is stoled and user want that secure data 
backup, so this data replication is most useful. first data which need to be replicate specify and after stolen if 
you make your status stolen then that specified data replicate on your skydrive account. The snapshot given is 
as below. 
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One of the Sync algorithm is used to follow the procedure of upload the file with skydives for replication these 
are below. 
 

1. Initialize files and path 
2. Load files,  

a. If path exist then decrypt the path. 
b. Read all lines of path to files. 

3. Upload the files 
4. Create a client for drive 
5. Create clients credentials, client id, secret password, file extension. 
6. Create web folder info 
7. For each path in file 

a. For each file in directory 
b. If file in not null and have supported extension 
c. Then upload file 

 
E.Result & Discussing 
     In the result, we get the MAC address of the laptop which is stolen and also get the IP address from which 
this laptop is connected to the laptop. In the below figure, we get the MAC address 00268918344D show the 
identification of laptop has unique address and IP Address 103.8.45.5, the address from where laptop access the 
internet which also show the location of laptop as given in below figure. With this MAC and IP address it give 
the image of theft who sat in front of owners laptop as shown in below. 

 
 

Fig: IP and MAC address with Image of theft 
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Fig: Geological location of stolen laptop. 

        
Fig: Geolocation of IP 

     using the data replication, we retrieve the important information and replicate that data and upload on the 
skydrive automatically. The upload automatically as shown in below fig. 
 

 
Fig: Data upload on skydrive 

     This location is nothing but the location of ISP which have all the information of client to which 
they provide the public IP. With the help of law inforcement force we can catch the theft find out exact location 
of laptop and retrieve the laptop. 
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IV.  CONCLUSION  

This paper described about the laptop location tracking. With the help of MAC and IP address  automatic 
method that proposed can track the location of laptop and with the help of law enforcement force  we can find 
the exact location of laptop and theft.  A laptop theft image also get by user and can retrieve important 
information that specified by the user and automatically upload on skydrive. 
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